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Executive Summary
An effluent disposal assessment has been carried out at the proposed Train Support Facility (TSF)
site, Woodlands Close, Hexham. The assessment was undertaken at the request of QR National.
The proposed effluent irrigation area comprised predominantly open grass land, with two shallow
drainage channels/intermittent waterways which drain in an approximately east to west orientation. A
concrete hardstand and concrete footings, associated with the former coal preparation plant, were
located in the central portion of the site.
The proposed effluent disposal site has a number of limitations, including the following:
•

Site adjacent to flood prone land;

•

Site has localised embankment slopes greater than 20%;

•

Moderate to high potential for run-on and seepage of Brancourts (formerly operated by Dairy
Farmers) effluent irrigation in the northern portion of the proposed irrigation area;

•

Presence of intermittent waterways, with ponded surface water.

These limitations can be appropriately mitigated through site improvements and design of the disposal
area as indicated below.
Subsurface conditions comprised fill material comprising combinations of silty gravel, silty sandy
gravel, clayey sandy gravel predominantly comprising coal reject. The minimum disposal areas were
calculated using the hydraulic capability of the land to accept effluent and the ability of the land to
accept nutrients.
2
The minimum irrigation area for the initial build up average dry weather flow (ADWF) is 13,600 m ,
2
while the ultimate ADWF is 39,300 m . The hydraulic balance using a conservative design irrigation
2
rate of 14 mm / week was the limiting factor. Accordingly, the ultimate irrigation area (39,300 m ) is
considered suitable for the proposed disposal area, subject to a number of site improvements,
including:

•

Removal of the concrete hardstand and footings in the central portion of the site, or placement of
0.5 m of suitable clay loam fill material over the concrete;

•

Addition of lime to acidic soils to maintain plant growth;

•

Addition of gypsum to improve the soil structure and reduce dispersion/erosion;

•

Earthworks to recontour and fill drainage channels and redirect surface water flow around the
proposed effluent irrigation area (to meet recommended buffer distances);

•

Where required, placement of suitable fill material or earthworks to raise site levels to at least 1 m
above the permanent groundwater table and/or at least 0.6 m between the highest seasonal
water table level and the base of the land application system (whichever is greater);

•

Importation and placement of a suitable clay loam fill to form the surface of the irrigation area to
improve soil properties and minimise potential for groundwater pollution;

•

Installation of catch drains/ bunds upslope and downslope of disposal area to prevent rainfall runon and run-off.
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While the above recommendations should minimise the potential for surface water or groundwater
pollution from the proposed irrigated treated effluent, preliminary sampling and analysis of surface
waters and groundwater in the vicinity of the site (Ref 3) has identified elevated heavy metals,
nutrients and faecal coliforms.
Given the existing surface water and groundwater impacts within the proposed Hexham Train Support
Facility (TSF) site, it is recommended that additional targeted sampling of surface waters and
groundwater is undertaken up-gradient, within and down-gradient of the proposed effluent irrigation
area prior to development to confirm baseline surface water and groundwater quality. Groundwater
wells should be located to allow for monitoring of groundwater up-gradient, within and down-gradient
during operation of the effluent disposal area.
Subsurface conditions should be confirmed over the extended irrigation area prior to construction,
including the southern portion following demobilisation of the storage compound by Diona, in order to
confirm site conditions and possible impacts (if any) to the above design.
It is noted that the proposed effluent disposal system and disposal area for the proposed TSF is
independent of the existing effluent irrigation conducted by Brancourts to the north.
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Report on Effluent Disposal Assessment
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1.

Introduction

This report presents the findings of an effluent disposal assessment for the proposed train support
facility (TSF) off Woodlands Close, Hexham, New South Wales. The investigation was undertaken at
the request of QR National and in consultation with ADW Johnson Pty Ltd.
This report supersedes the previous reports on Effluent Disposal Assessment, Proposed Hexham
Redevelopment, Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham, New South Wales, dated 12 June
2008 and 22 August 2011. It has been updated with reference to the current proposed development
and current guidelines/standards where applicable.
The purpose of the assessment was to provide the following:
•

Subsurface conditions in the proposed effluent disposal area;

•

On-site effluent disposal assessment with reference to AS/NZS 1547-2012;

•

Comments on the suitability of the proposed effluent disposal area for on-site disposal of effluent;

•

Estimates of minimum areas required for effluent disposal;

•

Recommendations on disposal options.

The effluent disposal assessment was undertaken with reference to the current Environment and
Health Protection Guidelines: “On-site Sewage Management for Single Household”, (Ref 1) and
AS/NZS 1547:2012 “On-site domestic-wastewater management” (Ref 2).
The effluent assessment was undertaken in two stages. Stage 1 comprised a preliminary assessment
of the south-western portion of the site to assess site constraints and estimate minimum areas
required for effluent disposal. Stage 2 was undertaken following preliminary design of the proposed
effluent disposal area and comprised additional field work and laboratory testing to assess subsurface
conditions and the suitability of the proposed primary and secondary effluent disposal area nominated
by WorleyParsons Services Pty Ltd (WorleyParsons).
For the purpose of this investigation, the client/ADW Johnson Pty Ltd (ADW) supplied the following
plans:
•

An updated layout plan titled SKETCH 120829 Site Masterplan – Final dated 30 August 2012;

•

A topographic plan of the site (untitled drawing dated May 2008);

•

Engenicom updated effluent disposal layout plan titled “Water Recycling and Wastewater
treatment System - General Arrangement”, Reference ENG-03891-015 Issue E dated
6 September 2012, which nominates the final proposed effluent disposal area.
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In 2008, WorleyParsons also supplied likely ‘domestic’ sewage and wagon wash down water flow
rates and effluent quality the Train Support Facility (TSF) development. The flow rates were confirmed
in May 2012 by WorleyParsons (Ref 3) to coincide with the updated TSF development.
The assessment was undertaken in conjunction with a Preliminary Contamination Assessment (Ref 4).

2.

Site Information

The site containing the proposed TSF is bounded to the east by the Great Northern Railway which
runs approximately north-south parallel to the New England Highway and the Hunter River which is
situated further to the east. The north-eastern boundary is bounded by Woodlands Close, and the
New England Highway bounds the northern boundary. The Hunter Water Corporation’s Chichester
pipeline generally runs along the western boundary. Low-lying agricultural and rural /residential
properties are located along the northern portion of the western boundary, and a low-lying swamp
(Hexham Swamp Nature Reserve) is located along the southern portion of the western boundary. The
southern boundary is bounded by privately owned rural residential property. The TSF is located
adjacent to the Great Northern Railway. The proposed TSF arrangement is shown on WorleyParsons
Figure 2 in Appendix C.
The site boundary and proposed effluent disposal area (i.e. investigation area) as indicated by
WorleyParsons is shown on Drawing 1, Appendix C.
Site-specific information relevant to the assessment is outlined in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Site Information
Address:

Woodlands Close, Hexham

Client:

QR National

Site Area:

Approximately 255 ha – Only part site to be used for effluent
disposal

Intended Water Supply Type:

Reticulated

Special Considerations:

Former Coal Preparation Plant – coal reject disposal area.

3.

Site Features

Site features in the south-eastern portion of the site (ie proposed effluent disposal area) are listed in
Table 2 below and have been compared to the requirements of Ref 1 in terms of possible limitations to
effluent disposal. Other pertinent site features observed during the site inspection on 30 June 2008 are
described below.
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Table 2: Proposed Effluent Irrigation Area Site Features
Site Feature
(Proposed
Irrigation Area)
Flood Potential
Exposure

Rating
The site is located adjacent to flood prone land
Moderate to High sun and wind exposure

Limitation1
Moderate
Minor

Slope

Generally gentle slopes (approximately 1% to 4%). Drainage
channel embankments have slopes greater than 20%.

Minor to Major

Landform

Fill emplacement area ranging between RL 2.2 and 4.8 AHD
with excavated drainage channels and remnants of former
infrastructure

Major

Run-on and
Upslope
Seepage
Erosion Potential

Moderate to high potential for run-on and up slope seepage in
northern portion of proposed disposal area
No obvious signs of erosion present

Moderate to
Major
Minor

Site Drainage

The filled emplacement area is generally well drained, with
sporadic localised depressions, possibly susceptible to
surface water ponding. Ponded surface water was present
within drainage channels and evidence of ponded surface
water observed in localised depressions

Moderate

Fill

Fill was observed in the vicinity of the area to depths greater
than 3.0 m (Ref 3)

Moderate

Depth to Bedrock

Not encountered in current investigation. Data from previous
investigations nearby indicate rock is about 25 m below
ground level

Minor

None observed

Minor

Rock Outcrops
Buffer Distances

A 40 m buffer distance is required from intermittent waterways
and drainage channels, which are present within the proposed
effluent disposal area

Land Availability

Approximately 3 ha was designated initially for the disposal
area. Additional area is available to the west of this area if
required.

Minor

Geology /
Regolith

Filling over Quaternary Alluvium which typically comprises
unconsolidated sediments deposited in a fluvial or estuarine
environment and includes gravel, sand, silt and clay

Minor

Moderate to
Major

Notes to Table 2:
1.

Limitation as defined by the NSW Government Environment and Health Protection Guidelines (Ref 1)

It is noted that the proposed effluent disposal system and area for the TSF will be independent of
existing effluent treatment and irrigation conducted by Brancourts to the north.
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At the time of the assessment in 2008, the proposed effluent irrigation area comprised predominantly
open grass land, with two shallow drainage channels/intermittent waterways which drain in an
approximately west to east orientation. A concrete hardstand and concrete footings are located in the
central portion of the site and are associated with the former coal preparation plant. The concrete
2
hardstand and associated footings occupy an area of about 2500 m within the proposed effluent
disposal area. Figure 1 below shows the open grass land in the southern portion of the site looking
north towards a drainage channel and the concrete hardstand in the background.

Figure 1: View to the north of the grassed area sloping toward the drainage channel in
southern portion of the site, with the concrete hardstand in background (June 2008)

The ground surface generally falls toward the drainage channels, with slopes typically ranging
between 1% and 4%. Localised steeper slopes are present within drainage batters, with slopes up to
37% observed on the batter of the northern drainage channel. The ground surface in the northern
portion of the proposed effluent disposal area falls to the east toward a small dam.
Site observations indicate that overland surface water within the southern and central portion of the
proposed effluent irrigation area would predominantly flow toward the two drainage channels.
Localised surface depressions were observed in the southern and central portion of the site (Figure 2).
Site observations indicate that overland surface water ponds in the depressions following rainfall.
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It is noted that additional site inspection was conducted in April 2011 and found that a temporary
storage compound, set up by Diona Pty Ltd to facilitate the construction of the new Hunter Water
Corporation trunk main, had been established in the southern portion of the proposed primary and
secondary effluent disposal area, Lot 311 DP 583724 (Ref 3). The compound’s footprint occupies
approximately 0.65 ha of the proposed effluent disposal area. Further investigation will be required,
following the closure of the temporary compound, to determine possible contaminant impacts, as
outlined in Ref 3, from the recent site activities and any implications on this assessment.

Figure 2: Localised surface depression in southern portion of the site (looking east June 2008)

The drainage channels fall to the west of the proposed effluent irrigation area. It is noted that no offsite drainage routes (ie culverts, overflow channels) were observed for the drainage channels.
Figure 3 below shows the northern drainage channel, partially filled with surface water and vegetated
with reeds and algae at the water surface.
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Figure 3: Northern drainage channel (looking west June 2008)

The northern portion of the site is located downslope of the Dairy Farmers’ effluent irrigation area. The
site observations indicate this area of the proposed effluent disposal area is susceptible to run-on and
seepage. Observations also indicate surface water would drain in an easterly direction towards either
the small dam or drain to the east of the proposed effluent irrigation area. Figure 4 below shows the
shallow dam in the northern portion of the site, which was observed to be vegetated with grass and
contain shallow ponded water at the time of field work.
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Figure 4: Shallow dam in northern portion of site (June 2008)

Vegetation in the southern and central portion of the site was observed to be sparse, with sporadic
areas of exposed soil/fill (Figure 5). The exposed fill predominantly comprises coal reject material. A
salt scald was observed in the central portion of the site (Figure 6), to the north of an elongated fill
stockpile adjacent to the drainage channel (Figure 7). Site observations indicate that the stockpile
may have been sourced from excavation of the adjacent drainage channel.
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Figure 5: Central portion of site looking north across open grassland with sporadic areas of
exposed soil/fill (June 2008)

Figure 6: Salt scald in central portion of site (June 2008)
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Figure 7: Elongated fill stockpile to the north of the southern drainage channel
(looking west June 2008)

Refer to Drawing 1 in Appendix C for the site features and locations of photos.

4.

Subsurface Conditions

Field work and subsequent laboratory testing was undertaken to assess the suitability of the proposed
effluent disposal area for effluent disposal. A summary of the field work test methods and results is
shown below in Table 3.
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Table 3: Field Work
Stage 1 - Preliminary Effluent Disposal Assessment
Date Sampled

3 and 4 April 2008

Test Method

Test Pits (backhoe)

Number of Test Pits

1

Pits to provide information on general site condition (Pits
122, 123, 125, 126, 137, 161)

Depth of Investigation
Summary of Subsurface Conditions

0.25 m to >3.3 m
2

Groundwater Observations

Filling to depths of 1.35 m to >3.0 m and generally
comprising combinations of silt/sand/gravel overlying
clayey sandy gravel, predominantly coal reject. Natural
silty clay and clayey silt was identified underlying filling in
Pits 122 and 125 from depths of 1.35 m and 2.0 m
respectively. (Note: Pits 126, 137 and 161 were
discontinued due to refusal in fill)
Free groundwater was observed at depths of 0.8 m to
2.95 m below the surface during field work, with the
deepest level encountered in Pit 123 due to the higher
elevation. (ie approximately RL 1.25 AHD to 2.05 AHD)

Stage 2 – Supplementary Assessment
Date Sampled

30 July 2008

Test Method
Number of Test Pits

Test Pits (hand tools)
1

Six pits located in the proposed effluent disposal area
(Pits 170, 170A, 171 to 174).

Depth of Investigation
Summary of Subsurface Conditions

0.2 m to 0.65 m
2

Fill material generally comprising combinations of clayey
silty gravel, silty sandy gravel, clayey sandy gravel,
predominantly coal reject. Fill material comprising clayey
sandy gravel (road base) was encountered in Pit 172 from
the surface to termination at 0.2 m (refusal in fill).
The fill materials were encountered to refusal depths
ranging from 0.2 m to 0.65 m.

Groundwater Observations

No free groundwater was observed during field work.

Notes to Table 3:
1

Refer to Drawing 1 Appendix C attached for approximate Pit/Bore locations. Pits for Stage 1 were surveyed by Monteath
and Powys Pty Ltd, while pits for Stage 2 were located using a hand-held GPS. GMA co-ordinate system used.

2

Detailed Test Pit Logs are attached and should be read in conjunction with the general notes preceding them.

Laboratory testing was performed by Sydney Environmental and Soil Laboratory Pty Ltd and
comprised measurement of various soil parameters from samples considered representative of the
predominant / controlling soil types within the proposed effluent disposal area as suggested by the
NSW Government Guidelines (Ref 1).
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Laboratory test results are shown in Table 4 below. Possible limitations for effluent application are
indicated where compared to the recommended guideline values (Ref 1).
Table 4: Laboratory Test Results
Stage 1 - Preliminary Effluent Disposal
Assessment

Stage 2 – Supplementary
Assessment

Pit 122

Pit 122

Pit 125

Pit 170

0.5

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.2-0.3

0-0.2

0.4-0.5

Sandy
clayey
gravel
filling
(coal
reject)
1.2

Clayey
Silt

Clayey
sandy
gravel
filling
(coal
reject)
1.411

Silty
sandy
gravel
filling (coal
reject)
0.7

Clayey
sandy
gravel
filling
(road
base)
1.7

Clayey
sandy
gravel
filling(coal
reject)

1.58

Clayey
sandy
gravel
filling
(coal
reject)
1.0

pH in Water

9.6

6.9

8.3

4.2

6.6

4.0

4.1

pH in CaCl

8.0

6.3

6.9

4.2

6.3

3.9

3.8

ESP (%)

55.2

43.2

29.7

3.3

28.3

2.7

16.9

22.1

46.3

16.5

25.4

22.3

12.7

18.6

3.1

10

2.7

30

15.13

15.3

12.58

3650

60000

2400

28500

5600

21500

12000

5

5

5

5

5

2

5

Test
Location
Depth (m)
Description

Bulk
Density
(kg/L)

CEC
(Cmol/kg)
ECe (dS/m)
Phosphorus
Sorption
(kg/ha)
Modified
Emerson
1
Class

1

Pit 126

Pit 172

Pit 174

0.9

Notes to Table 4:
ECe Electrical Conductivity (Laboratory results EC (1soil:5 water) converted to ECe using soil correction factor (Ref 3))
CEC Cation Exchange Capacity
ESP Exchangeable Sodium Percentage
1

Field Density

Bold results indicate a moderate limitation as defined by Ref 1
Shaded results indicate a major limitation as defined by Ref 1
See Section 5.2 for comments
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5.

Comments

5.1

Disposal Area Requirements

Estimated land areas required for irrigation systems have been provided based on typical effluent
quality as published in Ref 1 and as provided by WorleyParsons. Due to the shallow groundwater
table and controlling soil type (ie gravel-based coal reject) a trench / evapotranspiration type disposal
system is not recommended as per AS/NZS1547-2012. Based on Ref 1, septic systems are not
appropriate for irrigation disposal due to the highly infectious nature of the effluent and have therefore
not been included in the design calculations.
Minimum disposal areas have been calculated by taking account of both the hydraulic capability of the
land to accept effluent and the ability of the land to accept nutrients. The main parameters used in
these calculations are outlined in Table 5 below:
Table 5: Model Parameters
Parameter

Model Inputs
Nitrogen loading (mg/L)

1

Phosphorus loading (mg/L)
Rainfall data

10, 15 and 37
1

2

5 -10
Williamtown4

Evaporation data

Williamtown4

DIR (mm/week)

14 – 24.5

DLR (mm/day)

N/A5

Design Period (yrs) 3

50

Notes to Table 5:
DIR Design Irrigation Rate in accordance with AS/NZS 1547-2012 (Ref 2) taking into account the prevailing slope at the site
DLR Design Loading Rate (ETA systems) in accordance with AS/NZS 1547-2012 (Ref 2)
1

Typical nutrient loading rates as published in Ref 1

2

Median (50 percentile or 5 Decile) monthly rainfall supplied by the Bureau of Meteorology

3

In accordance with Ref 1

4

Nearest available weather station with appropriate data

5

No loading rate is given as disposal of effluent using an ETA system is not recommended given the soil type and shallow
water table

th

The estimated irrigation flows for the domestic sewage flow as provided by WorleyParsons (Ref 3) are
presented in Table 6 below. In addition to these, irrigation flows associated with the wagon wash
down facility are estimated to be 125 L/day building up to 250 L/day (ie 0.001 L/s to 0.003 L/s).
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Table 6: Estimate Domestic Sewage Flow
Stage

ADWF (L/day)

PWWF (L/day)

1. Initial Build Up

4320

43,200

2. Ultimate

12960

129,600

Notes to Table 6:
ADWF average dry weather flow
PWWF peak wet weather flow

The ADWF has been used to calculate the required irrigation area. It is understood that mitigation
measures including wet weather storage and a secondary disposal area are proposed to manage
peak wet weather flow (PWWF). The maximum irrigation flow associated with the wagon wash down
facility of 250 L/day (0.003 L/s) has been added to the ADWF to calculate the required irrigation area.
The minimum plan areas for disposal of the domestic sewage flow and the wagon wash down water
flow are provided in Table 7 below.
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Table 7: Minimum Plan Area (m2) Required for Domestic Sewage Irrigation Disposal
Daily
Effluent
Load
(L/day)

Soil Type

Phosphorus
Concentrations

Nitrogen
Concentrations

Nitrogen
Balance
2
Area (m )

Phosphorus
Balance Area (m2)

Hydraulic Balance
2
Area (m )*

Hydraulic
Balance Area
2
(m )**

Initial Build Up - ADWF (4320 L/day) and Wagon Wash Down Water (250 L/day)
4570
4570
4570
4570
4570
4570

Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)

5 mg/L

10 mg/L

1693

10 mg/L

10 mg/L

1693

5 mg/L

15 mg/L

2539

10 mg/L

15 mg/L

2539

5 mg/L

37 mg/L

6263

10 mg/L

37 mg/L

6263
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1650
925
643
3300
1850
1286
1650
925
643
3300
1850
1286
1650
925
643
3300
1850
1286

13600

2490
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Table 7: Minimum Plan Area (m2) Required for Domestic Sewage Irrigation Disposal (continued)
Daily
Effluent
Load
(L/day)

Soil Type

Phosphorus
Concentrations

Nitrogen
Concentrations

Nitrogen
Balance
2
Area (m )

Phosphorus
Balance Area (m2)

Hydraulic Balance
2
Area (m )*

Hydraulic
Balance Area
2
(m )**

Ultimate - ADWF (12960 L/day) and Wagon Wash Down Water (250 L/day)
13210
13210
13210
13210
13210

13210

Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Fair PSC)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)
Coal Reject (Good PSC)
Coal Reject (Very Good)

5 mg/L

10 mg/L

4893

10 mg/L

10 mg/L

4893

5 mg/L

15 mg/L

7339

10 mg/L

15 mg/L

7339

5 mg/L

37 mg/L

18103

10 mg/L

37 mg/L

18103

4769
2674
1858
9538
5348
3716
4769
2674
1858
9538
5348
3716
4769
2674
1858
9538
5348
3716
8847
6147

39300

7200

Notes to Table 7:
PSC - Phosphorus Sorption Capacity
Fair - Approximately 6000 mg/kg
Good - Approximately 12000 mg/kg
Very Good - Approximately 18000 mg/kg
*DIR - Design Irrigation Rate (14 mm/week - Conservative)
**DIR - Design Irrigation Rate (24.5 mm/week)
Limiting Factor (ie Minimum Disposal Area)*
Limiting Factor (ie Minimum Disposal Area)** - Hydraulic balance limiting factor where not highlighted
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2

The minimum irrigation disposal area for the initial build up ADWF rate (i.e. 4570 L/day) is 13,600m ,
2
while the ultimate disposal area for the ultimate ADWF rate (13210L/day) is 39,300 m . The hydraulic
balance using a conservative design irrigation rate of 14 mm/week is the limiting factor for the
minimum disposal area for both design stages. It is noted, however, that elevated nitrogen
concentrations of 37 mg/L requires minimum disposal areas of approximately half the hydraulic
balance area, considering the conservative design irrigation rate. Thus, a less conservative hydraulic
balance area (ie using a design irrigation rate of 24.5 mm/week) would only be achieved with low
nitrogen concentrations and a well-drained soil.
During periods of rainfall (ie PWWF), the nutrient levels in the effluent would be diluted, increasing the
importance of the hydraulic capability of the soil. It is understood a secondary disposal area,
approximately half the primary disposal area is proposed for heavy rainfall periods. The secondary
disposal area, along with wet weather buffer storage will assist in managing irrigation during heavy
rainfall events and to spell the primary disposal area. Typically, a reserve effluent disposal area equal
to 100% of the design area is nominated during the assessment to allow for resting of the effluent
disposal area and/or future expansion. AS 1547 – 2012 (Ref 2) states that the “100% requirement is
normally applied to septic tank units followed by a conventional trench land application system”. Given
the treatment systems proposed (i.e. AWTS and AWTS with nutrient removal) the reserve area could
be decreased subject to regulatory approval. A 50% reserve area is considered reasonable given the
treatment and application system proposed.
2
On this basis, the recommended minimum irrigation disposal area for the treated water is 39,300 m ,
subject to the above-mentioned mitigation measures for prolonged wet weather and provided the
limitations as discussed in Section 5.2 are addressed.

5.2

Site Improvements

The following site improvements are recommended to mitigate the limitations as previously mentioned.
Soil pH
Laboratory testing by DP has indicated variable soil conditions ranging from alkaline to highly acidic
within the samples analysed. The samples tested within the proposed effluent irrigation area were
slightly to highly acidic.
The vegetation within the proposed effluent irrigation area appeared to have moderate to relatively
good growth. Agricultural lime could be added to acidic soils to maintain plant growth and reduce the
limitations by the low pH and CEC. Blending acidic and alkaline fill materials could also be considered.
Erosivity / Sodicity
Highly sodic soil conditions were found within the majority of samples analysed. The soil within the
disposal area should be treated with an appropriate application of gypsum (see attached laboratory
report sheets for recommended application rates). Adding gypsum to the soil increases the salinity of
the soil moisture without increasing the sodium level, thereby reducing the Sodium Adsorption Ratio
(SAR). This will improve the soil structure and reduce the potential for dispersion and erosion.
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Soil Nutrient Capabilities
The fill materials on site were found to have highly variable Phosphorous Sorption Capacities (PSC)
ranging from low to good in the Stage 1 and Stage 2 laboratory testing. Variable PSC within fill
materials within the proposed effluent irrigation area has the potential to restrict nutrient uptake /
immobilisation. To improve this, a clay-based filling could be imported to increase PSC levels (and
Cation Exchange Capacity - CEC) within the proposed irrigation area. A reduction in the disposal area
requirements could be achieved as a result (subject to other limiting factors). Additional advice should
be sought from this office if this is proposed.
Run-on / Run-off
Installation of catch drains / bunds upslope and downslope of the disposal area is recommended to
prevent rainfall run-on and effluent run-off.
Site Drainage
The proposed disposal area is generally well drained with the exception of localised low-lying areas
susceptible to ponding surface water. In addition, two drainage channels with ponded surface water
are located within the site. This represents a potential surface water/groundwater pollution hazard
given the observed ponded surface water within drains and the shallow groundwater table
(RL 2.05 AHD in Pit 123).
Mitigation measures to minimise the risk of surface water/groundwater pollution should include:
•

Provision of suitable buffer distances from drainage channels. This will require the filling of
drainage channels in the vicinity of the proposed irrigation area (see Section 5.3);

•

construction of a site drainage system designed to minimise surface water ponding, with a
collection system for re-application of sewage on the disposal area;

•

Construction of the irrigation disposal area in an elevated area where the permanent groundwater
table is more than 1.0 m below the ground surface and/or at least 0.6 m between the highest
seasonal water table level and the base of the land application system (whichever is greater);

•

Importation of fill or earthworks to help achieve suitable surface levels (if required);

•

Provision of adequate wet weather storage and a secondary disposal area;

•

Monitoring of the irrigation area during wet weather to prevent ponding/runoff of treated effluent.
This could include installation of soil moisture probes within the irrigation area to monitor soil
moisture and allow management of the irrigation system (ie only irrigate when soils are not
saturated).

Flood Potential
In accordance with Ref 1, all components of the effluent disposal system including electrical
components, vents and inspection openings of wastewater treatment devices should be located above
the 1 in 100 year probability flood contour. The 1 in 20 year probability flood contour may be used as a
limit for land application areas.
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The 1 in 100 year probability flood contour for the site is about RL 3.7 m AHD, while the 1 in 20 year
probability flood contour is about RL 1.2 AHD (data provided by WBM).
The proposed effluent irrigation area generally ranges in elevation between about RL 2.2 and 4.8 AHD
which is above the 1 in 20 year flood level. It is likely that earthworks to re-contour the disposal area
will be required during construction of the irrigation area.
Fill
Fill materials were identified within the proposed disposal area to depths of more than 3 m. Fill
materials can have highly variable permeability, can be prone to settlement, may increase the potential
for groundwater pollution and may restrict plant growth. On this basis, the conservative daily
infiltration rate (DIR) is recommended to calculate the minimum disposal area required based on the
hydraulic balance.
It is also recommended that a suitable clay loam filling is imported and mounded on the surface of
irrigation area. The material should be moderately permeable and have a high nutrient uptake. The
imported clay loam fill would improve the soil structure, reduce limitations associated with acidity and
sodicity and minimise the potential for groundwater pollution. A minimum 250 mm layer is
recommended. Alternatively a thicker clay loam layer could be imported and blended with existing fill
materials.
It is also recommended that the concrete hardstand and footings located in the central portion of the
site are removed to allow infiltration of effluent. Alternatively, suitable clay loam fill material with a
minimum thickness of 0.5 m could be placed over the concrete pad.
Exposure
At the time of the investigation the proposed disposal area was vegetated with grass providing good
exposure to sun and wind. Vegetation cover of shrubs and trees should be reduced in the vicinity of
the disposal area to increase transpiration and evaporation conditions.
General
Disposal areas should be planted with high nutrient uptake vegetation, and grass should be regularly
slashed and collected in the disposal area. Additionally the disposal area should be constructed in
accordance with AS/NZS 1547-2012 (Ref 2).

5.3

Location of Disposal Systems

Effluent disposal areas within the site should comply with appropriate buffer distances based on a site
specific evaluation of the site and soil constraints. Table 9 below outlines the range of setback
distances recommend by AS/NZS 1547:2012 (Ref 2) and the recommended setback distances
following an evaluation of the site and soil constraints.
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Table 9: Recommended Buffer Distances for On-Site Systems
Recommended Buffer Distances from
AS 1547:2012

Recommended Buffer Distances Following
Evaluation of Site and Soil Constraints

1.5 - 50 m to property boundaries

6 m if area up-gradient and 3 m if area downgradient

2.0 - >6 m to buildings/houses

15 m to buildings/houses

15 - 100 m to surface water (e.g. dams, rivers,
streams, lakes etc. permanent or intermittent)

100 m to Hunter River and Wetlands, 40 m to
low-lying areas, intermittent waterways/drainage
channels, farm dams

15 - 50 m to domestic groundwater well

50 m to domestic groundwater well

3 - 15 m to recreational areas (e.g. children play
areas, pools etc.)

N/A

4 - 15 m to in-ground water tanks

15 m of in-ground water tanks

3 m or 45° angle from toe of retaining walls,
embankments, escarpments and cuttings

3 m from embankments

0.6 - >1.5 m vertical distance to groundwater

Permanent water table >1 m below ground
surface or >0.6 m between the highest seasonal
water table level and the base of the land
application system (whichever is greater)

The proposed wastewater treatment system general arrangement is shown on Engenicom
Drawing ENG-03891-015 in Appendix C.

5.4

Summary

Subject to a number of site improvements with the provision of adequate wet weather storage and the
provision of a secondary disposal area for heavy rainfall periods, it is considered that a minimum
2
irrigation area of 39,300 m (viz ultimate ADWF rate of 13210 L/day) is suitable for the proposed
disposal area. The nominated irrigation area should be constructed with consideration to the relevant
buffer distance and site improvements. Subsurface conditions should be confirmed over the extended
irrigation area prior to construction.
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The proposed effluent irrigation area is generally underlain by highly variable fill material. There are a
number of site improvements which need to be made/considered to allow effluent disposal on the site.
The following site improvements are recommended for the proposed effluent disposal area:
•

Removal of the concrete hardstand and footings in the central portion of the site. Alternatively
0.5 m of suitable clay loam fill material could be placed over the concrete hardstand;

•

Addition of lime to acidic soils to maintain plant growth;

•

Addition of gypsum to improve the soil structure and reduce the potential for dispersion and
erosion;

•

Earthworks to re-contour and fill drainage channels and redirect surface water flow around the
proposed effluent irrigation area (to meet recommended buffer distances);

•

Where required, placement of suitable fill material or earthworks to raise site levels to at least 1 m
above the permanent groundwater table and/or at least 0.6 m between the highest seasonal
water table level and the base of the land application system (whichever is greater);

•

Importation and placement of a suitable clay loam fill to form the surface of the irrigation area to
improve soil properties and minimise potential for groundwater pollution (ie reduce infiltration of
treated effluent through permeable coal reject filling);

•

Installation of catch drains/ bunds upslope and downslope of disposal area to prevent rainfall runon and run-off.

While the above recommendations should minimise the potential for surface water or groundwater
pollution from the proposed irrigated treated effluent, preliminary sampling and analysis of surface
waters and groundwater in the vicinity of the site (Ref 3) has identified elevated heavy metals,
nutrients and faecal coliforms.
It is noted that additional investigations may be required where the footprint of the temporary Diona
Pty Ltd compound overlies the proposed effluent disposal area following the closure the temporary
compound, to confirm site conditions and possible impacts (if any) to the above design areas /
recommendations.
Given the existing surface water and groundwater impacts within the proposed Hexham TFS site, it is
recommended that additional targeted sampling of surface waters and groundwater is undertaken upgradient, within and down-gradient of the proposed effluent irrigation area prior to development to
confirm baseline surface water and groundwater quality. The installed wells should be located to allow
for monitoring of groundwater up-gradient, within and down-gradient during operation of the effluent
disposal area.
It is noted that the effluent disposal system and area for the TSF is independent of the existing effluent
irrigation conducted by Brancourts to the north.
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Limitations

DP has prepared this report for this project at Woodlands Close, Hexham in accordance with DP’s
proposal NCL120155 dated 13 April 2012 and acceptance received from Mr Andrew Williams of QR
National dated 26 April 2012. The work was carried out under DP’s Conditions of Engagement. This
report is provided for the exclusive use of QR National for this project only and for the purposes as
described in the report. It should not be used by or relied upon for other projects or purposes on the
same or other site or by a third party. In preparing this report DP has necessarily relied upon
information provided by the client and/or their agents.
The results provided in the report are indicative of the sub-surface conditions on the site only at the
specific sampling and testing locations, and then only to the depths investigated and at the time the
work was carried out. Sub-surface conditions can change abruptly due to variable geological
processes and also as a result of human influences. Such changes may occur after DP’s field testing
has been completed.
DP’s advice is based upon the conditions encountered during this investigation. The accuracy of the
advice provided by DP in this report may be affected by undetected variations in ground conditions
across the site between and beyond the sampling and testing locations. The advice may also be
limited by budget constraints imposed by others or by site accessibility.
This report must be read in conjunction with all of the attached and should be kept in its entirety
without separation of individual pages or sections. DP cannot be held responsible for interpretations or
conclusions made by others unless they are supported by an expressed statement, interpretation,
outcome or conclusion stated in this report.
This report, or sections from this report, should not be used as part of a specification for a project,
without review and agreement by DP. This is because this report has been written as advice and
opinion rather than instructions for construction.

Douglas Partners Pty Ltd
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Appendix A

About This Report
Sampling Methods
Soil Descriptions
Symbols and Abbreviations
Pit Logs (Pits 122, 123, 125, 126, 137, 161 and 170 to 174)

Introduction

•

These notes have been provided to amplify DP's
report in regard to classification methods, field
procedures and the comments section. Not all are
necessarily relevant to all reports.

•

DP's reports are based on information gained from
limited subsurface excavations and sampling,
supplemented by knowledge of local geology and
experience.
For this reason, they must be
regarded as interpretive rather than factual
documents, limited to some extent by the scope of
information on which they rely.

Copyright
This report is the property of Douglas Partners Pty
Ltd. The report may only be used for the purpose
for which it was commissioned and in accordance
with the Conditions of Engagement for the
commission supplied at the time of proposal.
Unauthorised use of this report in any form
whatsoever is prohibited.

Borehole and Test Pit Logs
The borehole and test pit logs presented in this
report are an engineering and/or geological
interpretation of the subsurface conditions, and
their reliability will depend to some extent on
frequency of sampling and the method of drilling or
excavation.
Ideally, continuous undisturbed
sampling or core drilling will provide the most
reliable assessment, but this is not always
practicable or possible to justify on economic
grounds. In any case the boreholes and test pits
represent only a very small sample of the total
subsurface profile.
Interpretation of the information and its application
to design and construction should therefore take
into account the spacing of boreholes or pits, the
frequency of sampling, and the possibility of other
than 'straight line' variations between the test
locations.

Groundwater
Where groundwater levels are measured in
boreholes there are several potential problems,
namely:
•
In low permeability soils groundwater may
enter the hole very slowly or perhaps not at all
during the time the hole is left open;

•

A localised, perched water table may lead to
an erroneous indication of the true water
table;
Water table levels will vary from time to time
with seasons or recent weather changes.
They may not be the same at the time of
construction as are indicated in the report;
and
The use of water or mud as a drilling fluid will
mask any groundwater inflow. Water has to
be blown out of the hole and drilling mud must
first be washed out of the hole if water
measurements are to be made.

More reliable measurements can be made by
installing standpipes which are read at intervals
over several days, or perhaps weeks for low
permeability soils.
Piezometers, sealed in a
particular stratum, may be advisable in low
permeability soils or where there may be
interference from a perched water table.

Reports
The report has been prepared by qualified
personnel, is based on the information obtained
from field and laboratory testing, and has been
undertaken to current engineering standards of
interpretation and analysis. Where the report has
been prepared for a specific design proposal, the
information and interpretation may not be relevant
if the design proposal is changed. If this happens,
DP will be pleased to review the report and the
sufficiency of the investigation work.
Every care is taken with the report as it relates to
interpretation of subsurface conditions, discussion
of geotechnical and environmental aspects, and
recommendations or suggestions for design and
construction.
However, DP cannot always
anticipate or assume responsibility for:
•
Unexpected variations in ground conditions.
The potential for this will depend partly on
borehole or pit spacing and sampling
frequency;
•
Changes in policy or interpretations of policy
by statutory authorities; or
•
The actions of contractors responding to
commercial pressures.
If these occur, DP will be pleased to assist with
investigations or advice to resolve the matter.
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Site Anomalies
In the event that conditions encountered on site
during construction appear to vary from those
which were expected from the information
contained in the report, DP requests that it be
immediately notified. Most problems are much
more readily resolved when conditions are
exposed rather than at some later stage, well after
the event.

Information for Contractual Purposes
Where information obtained from this report is
provided
for
tendering
purposes,
it
is
recommended that all information, including the
written report and discussion, be made available.
In circumstances where the discussion or
comments section is not relevant to the contractual
situation, it may be appropriate to prepare a
specially edited document. DP would be pleased
to assist in this regard and/or to make additional
report copies available for contract purposes at a
nominal charge.

Site Inspection
The company will always be pleased to provide
engineering inspection services for geotechnical
and environmental aspects of work to which this
report is related. This could range from a site visit
to confirm that conditions exposed are as
expected, to full time engineering presence on
site.
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Sampling
Sampling is carried out during drilling or test pitting
to allow engineering examination (and laboratory
testing where required) of the soil or rock.

reliability, due to the remoulding, possible mixing
or softening of samples by groundwater.

Non-core Rotary Drilling
Disturbed samples taken during drilling provide
information on colour, type, inclusions and,
depending upon the degree of disturbance, some
information on strength and structure.
Undisturbed samples are taken by pushing a thinwalled sample tube into the soil and withdrawing it
to obtain a sample of the soil in a relatively
undisturbed state. Such samples yield information
on structure and strength, and are necessary for
laboratory determination of shear strength and
compressibility. Undisturbed sampling is generally
effective only in cohesive soils.

Test Pits
Test pits are usually excavated with a backhoe or
an excavator, allowing close examination of the insitu soil if it is safe to enter into the pit. The depth
of excavation is limited to about 3 m for a backhoe
and up to 6 m for a large excavator. A potential
disadvantage of this investigation method is the
larger area of disturbance to the site.

Large Diameter Augers
Boreholes can be drilled using a rotating plate or
short spiral auger, generally 300 mm or larger in
diameter commonly mounted on a standard piling
rig. The cuttings are returned to the surface at
intervals (generally not more than 0.5 m) and are
disturbed but usually unchanged in moisture
content. Identification of soil strata is generally
much more reliable than with continuous spiral
flight augers, and is usually supplemented by
occasional undisturbed tube samples.

The borehole is advanced using a rotary bit, with
water or drilling mud being pumped down the drill
rods and returned up the annulus, carrying the drill
cuttings. Only major changes in stratification can
be determined from the cuttings, together with
some information from the rate of penetration.
Where drilling mud is used this can mask the
cuttings and reliable identification is only possible
from separate sampling such as SPTs.

Continuous Core Drilling
A continuous core sample can be obtained using a
diamond tipped core barrel, usually with a 50 mm
internal diameter. Provided full core recovery is
achieved (which is not always possible in weak
rocks and granular soils), this technique provides a
very reliable method of investigation.

Standard Penetration Tests
Standard penetration tests (SPT) are used as a
means of estimating the density or strength of soils
and also of obtaining a relatively undisturbed
sample.
The test procedure is described in
Australian Standard 1289, Methods of Testing
Soils for Engineering Purposes - Test 6.3.1.
The test is carried out in a borehole by driving a 50
mm diameter split sample tube under the impact of
a 63 kg hammer with a free fall of 760 mm. It is
normal for the tube to be driven in three
successive 150 mm increments and the 'N' value
is taken as the number of blows for the last 300
mm. In dense sands, very hard clays or weak
rock, the full 450 mm penetration may not be
practicable and the test is discontinued.

Continuous Spiral Flight Augers

The test results are reported in the following form.

The borehole is advanced using 90-115 mm
diameter continuous spiral flight augers which are
withdrawn at intervals to allow sampling or in-situ
testing. This is a relatively economical means of
drilling in clays and sands above the water table.
Samples are returned to the surface, or may be
collected after withdrawal of the auger flights, but
they are disturbed and may be mixed with soils
from the sides of the hole. Information from the
drilling (as distinct from specific sampling by SPTs
or undisturbed samples) is of relatively low

•

In the case where full penetration is obtained
with successive blow counts for each 150 mm
of, say, 4, 6 and 7 as:
4,6,7
N=13

•

In the case where the test is discontinued
before the full penetration depth, say after 15
blows for the first 150 mm and 30 blows for
the next 40 mm as:
15, 30/40 mm
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The results of the SPT tests can be related
empirically to the engineering properties of the
soils.

Dynamic Cone Penetrometer Tests /
Perth Sand Penetrometer Tests
Dynamic penetrometer tests (DCP or PSP) are
carried out by driving a steel rod into the ground
using a standard weight of hammer falling a
specified distance. As the rod penetrates the soil
the number of blows required to penetrate each
successive 150 mm depth are recorded. Normally
there is a depth limitation of 1.2 m, but this may be
extended in certain conditions by the use of
extension rods. Two types of penetrometer are
commonly used.
•

Perth sand penetrometer - a 16 mm diameter
flat ended rod is driven using a 9 kg hammer
dropping 600 mm (AS 1289, Test 6.3.3). This
test was developed for testing the density of
sands and is mainly used in granular soils and
filling.

•

Cone penetrometer - a 16 mm diameter rod
with a 20 mm diameter cone end is driven
using a 9 kg hammer dropping 510 mm (AS
1289, Test 6.3.2). This test was developed
initially for pavement subgrade investigations,
and correlations of the test results with
California Bearing Ratio have been published
by various road authorities.
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Description and Classification Methods
The methods of description and classification of
soils and rocks used in this report are based on
Australian Standard AS 1726, Geotechnical Site
Investigations Code. In general, the descriptions
include strength or density, colour, structure, soil
or rock type and inclusions.

Soil Types
Soil types are described according to the
predominant particle size, qualified by the grading
of other particles present:

Definitions of grading terms used are:
•

Well graded - a good representation of all
particle sizes

•

Poorly graded - an excess or deficiency of
particular sizes within the specified range

•

Uniformly graded - an excess of a particular
particle size

•

Gap graded - a deficiency of a particular
particle size with the range

Cohesive Soils
Type
Boulder
Cobble

Particle size (mm)
>200
63 - 200

Gravel
Sand
Silt
Clay

2.36 - 63
0.075 - 2.36
0.002 - 0.075
<0.002

The sand and gravel sizes can be further
subdivided as follows:
Type
Coarse gravel
Medium gravel
Fine gravel
Coarse sand
Medium sand
Fine sand

Particle size (mm)
20 - 63
6 - 20
2.36 - 6
0.6 - 2.36
0.2 - 0.6
0.075 - 0.2

The proportions of secondary constituents of soils
are described as:
Term
And

Proportion
Specify

Adjective
Slightly

20 - 35%
12 - 20%

With some

5 - 12%

With a trace of

0 - 5%

Example
Clay (60%) and
Sand (40%)
Sandy Clay
Slightly Sandy
Clay
Clay with some
sand
Clay with a trace
of sand

Cohesive soils, such as clays, are classified on the
basis of undrained shear strength. The strength
may be measured by laboratory testing, or
estimated by field tests or engineering
examination. The strength terms are defined as
follows:
Description

Abbreviation

Very soft
Soft
Firm
Stiff
Very stiff
Hard

vs
s
f
st
vst
h

Undrained
shear strength
(kPa)
<12
12 - 25
25 - 50
50 - 100
100 - 200
>200

Cohesionless Soils
Cohesionless soils, such as clean sands, are
classified on the basis of relative density, generally
from the results of standard penetration tests
(SPT), cone penetration tests (CPT) or dynamic
penetrometers (PSP). The relative density terms
are given below:
Relative
Density
Very loose
Loose
Medium
dense
Dense
Very
dense

Abbreviation

SPT N
value

vl
l
md

<4
4 - 10
10 - 30

CPT qc
value
(MPa)
<2
2 -5
5 - 15

d
vd

30 - 50
>50

15 - 25
>25
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Soil Origin
It is often difficult to accurately determine the origin
of a soil. Soils can generally be classified as:
•

Residual soil - derived from in-situ weathering
of the underlying rock;

•

Transported soils - formed somewhere else
and transported by nature to the site; or

•

Filling - moved by man.

Transported soils may be further subdivided into:
•

Alluvium - river deposits

•

Lacustrine - lake deposits

•

Aeolian - wind deposits

•

Littoral - beach deposits

•

Estuarine - tidal river deposits

•

Talus - scree or coarse colluvium

•

Slopewash or Colluvium - transported
downslope by gravity assisted by water.
Often includes angular rock fragments and
boulders.
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Introduction
These notes summarise abbreviations commonly
used on borehole logs and test pit reports.

Orientation
The inclination of defects is always measured from
the perpendicular to the core axis.

Drilling or Excavation Methods

h
v
sh
sv

C
R
SFA
NMLC
NQ
HQ
PQ

Core Drilling
Rotary drilling
Spiral flight augers
Diamond core - 52 mm dia
Diamond core - 47 mm dia
Diamond core - 63 mm dia
Diamond core - 81 mm dia

Water
Z
V

Water seep
Water level

Sampling and Testing
A
B
D
E
U50
W
pp
PID
PL
S
V

Auger sample
Bulk sample
Disturbed sample
Environmental sample
Undisturbed tube sample (50mm)
Water sample
pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Standard Penetration Test
Shear vane (kPa)

Description of Defects in Rock
The abbreviated descriptions of the defects should
be in the following order: Depth, Type, Orientation,
Coating, Shape, Roughness and Other. Drilling
and handling breaks are not usually included on
the logs.
Defect Type
B
Bedding plane
Cs
Clay seam
Cv
Cleavage
Cz
Crushed zone
Ds
Decomposed seam
F
Fault
J
Joint
Lam
lamination
Pt
Parting
Sz
Sheared Zone
V
Vein

horizontal
vertical
sub-horizontal
sub-vertical

Coating or Infilling Term
cln
clean
co
coating
he
healed
inf
infilled
stn
stained
ti
tight
vn
veneer

Coating Descriptor
ca
calcite
cbs
carbonaceous
cly
clay
fe
iron oxide
mn
manganese
slt
silty

Shape
cu
ir
pl
st
un

curved
irregular
planar
stepped
undulating

Roughness
po
polished
ro
rough
sl
slickensided
sm
smooth
vr
very rough

Other
fg
bnd
qtz

fragmented
band
quartz
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Graphic Symbols for Soil and Rock
General

Sedimentary Rocks
Asphalt

Boulder conglomerate

Road base

Conglomerate

Concrete

Conglomeratic sandstone

Filling

Sandstone
Siltstone

Soils
Topsoil

Laminite

Peat

Mudstone, claystone, shale

Clay

Coal

Silty clay

Limestone

Sandy clay

Metamorphic Rocks

Gravelly clay

Slate, phyllite, schist

Shaly clay

Gneiss

Silt

Quartzite

Clayey silt

Igneous Rocks

Sandy silt

Granite

Sand

Dolerite, basalt, andesite

Clayey sand

Dacite, epidote

Silty sand

Tuff, breccia

Gravel

Porphyry

Sandy gravel
Cobbles, boulders
Talus
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TEST PIT LOG
Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 2.6 AHD
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
377185
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
NORTHING:
6365818
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/--

0.1

FILLING - Generally comprising light brown silty sandy
gravel, gravel pedominantly subrounded, trace rootlets,
humid
FILLING - Generally comprising black and light brown fine
to medium grained sandy clayey gravel, gravel
pedominantly angular coal chiter (70%) with some
caronaceous siltstone (10 - 15%)

1

1.0

1.35

1.6

FILLING - Generally comprising dark brown sandy silty
gravel, gravel predominantly coal reject (60%) and
carbonaceous siltstone (35%)
CLAYEY SILT - Dark grey / brown clayey silt, slight
organic (sulphur) odour, M>>Wp

Results &
Comments

D, PID 0.0
0.05

<1 ppm

D, PID 0.5

<1 ppm

D, PID 1.1

<1 ppm

D, PID 1.5

21 ppm

Water

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

PIT No: 122
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 03 Apr 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

10

15

20

1

Pit discontinued at 1.6m, limit of investigation

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

RIG: 6 tonne backhoe, 90mm bucket with teeth

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: Free groundwater observed at 1.15m during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG
PIT No: 123
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 03 Apr 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 5.0 AHD
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
376987
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
NORTHING:
6365866
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/--

FILLING - Generally comprising dark brown and black
course grained clayey sandy gravel with some silt, sand
and gravel and predominantly coal reject, humid

D, PID 0.0
0.05

D

0.5

Results &
Comments

Water

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

10

15

20

<1 ppm

<1 ppm

1

1

From 1.1m, with some angular gravel and cobbles (rail
ballast)
D

1.5

<1 ppm

2

2

D

2.7

<1 ppm

D

3.1

<1 ppm

From 2.8m, wet to saturated
3

3.0

3.3

FILLING - Generally comprising dark grey gravel and
cobbles with trace silt, gravel and cobbles predominantly
carbonaceous siltstone, trace coal reject, saturated

3

Pit discontinued at 3.3m, slow progress

4

4

5

5

RIG: 6 tonne backhoe, 90mm bucket with teeth

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: Free groundwater observed at 2.95m during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG
Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 2.5 AHD
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
377096
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
NORTHING:
6366017
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/--

0.2
0.4

FILLING - Generally comprising brown silty sandy gravel,
gravel predominantly coal reject with some rounded
gravel, humid
FILLING - Generally comprising brown medium grained
gravelly sand, gravel predominatly rounded with some
coal reject, fragments of terracotta pipe, humid

PID

0.0
0.05

<1 ppm

D

0.3

<1 ppm

D

1.0

<1 ppm

Results &
Comments

Water

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

PIT No: 125
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 04 Apr 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

10

15

20

FILLING - Generally comprising black medium grained
clayey sandy gravel, gravel predominantly coal reject
(90%), humid
1

1.4

2

2.0

2.35

1

FILLING - Generally comprising black cobbly gravel, with
trace sand and silt, cobbles and gravel predominantly coal
reject, with some carbonaceous siltstone, saturated

SILTY CLAY - Firm grey mottled orange silty clay with
some grey sand, M>>Wp

2

D

2.2

<1 ppm

Pit discontinued at 2.35m, limit of investigation

3

3

4

4

5

5

RIG: 6 tonne backhoe, 90mm bucket with teeth

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: Free groundwater observed at 1.25m during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG

FILLING - Generally comprised brown fine to medium
grained gravelly silty sand, gravel predominantly rounded,
trace rootlets, humid
FILLING - Generally comprising grey medium grained
clayey sandy gravel, gravel predominantly coal reject,
humid
From 0.7m to 0.75m, stained green
From 0.7m to 0.8m, trace plastic and metal pipework

1

1.0
1.2

FILLING - Generallly comprising black gravel (coal reject),
with trace silt and sand, saturated
Pit discontinued at 1.2m, refusal on piece of scrap metal

Results &
Comments

D, PID 0.0
0.05

<1 ppm

D, PID 0.5

<1 ppm

D, PID 0.7

<1 ppm

D, PID 1.1

<1 ppm

Water

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

0.2

PIT No: 126
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 04 Apr 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 2.3 AHD
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
377050
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
NORTHING:
6366075
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/-Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

15

20

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

RIG: 6 tonne backhoe, 90mm bucket with teeth

10

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: Free groundwater observed at 0.8m during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

Pit located near sewer tank
SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG
Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 4.1 AHD
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
376899
NORTHING:
6366140
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/--

0.3

FILLING - Generally comprising light brown fine to
medium grained gravelly silty sand, gravel predominately
rounded, humid

0.1

Results &
Comments

Water

D

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

PIT No: 137
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 03 Apr 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

10

15

20

<1 ppm

Pit discontinued at 0.3m, refusal on concrete slab (dipping
to north)

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

RIG: 6 tonne backhoe, 90mm bucket with teeth

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: No free groundwater observed during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG
Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 3.8 AHD
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
376914
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
NORTHING:
6366148
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/--

FILLING - Generally comprising black fine to medium
grained gravelly silty sand (coal fines), humid
0.25

0.1

Results &
Comments

Water

D

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

PIT No: 161
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 03 Apr 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

10

15

20

Pit discontinued at 0.25m, refusal on concrete slab
(dipping to north)

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

RIG: 6 tonne backhoe, 90mm bucket with teeth

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: No free groundwater observed during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG
Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 4.0 AHD*
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
376999
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
NORTHING:
6365952
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/--

0.15

0.65

FILL - Generally comprising black clayey silty fine to
coarse gravel, trace fine orange sand, gravel
predominately coal reject (50%), some rootlets, damp

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3

D

FILL - Generally comprising black silty sandy fine to
coarse gravel, some clay eg gravel inclusions
predominately coal reject (70%), humid
From 0.4m, with some fine to coarse gravel sized
carbonaceous siltstone
Pit discontinued at 0.5m, limit of investigation

Results &
Comments

Water

D

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

PIT No: 170
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 30 Jun 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

10

15

20

0.5
A
0.65

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

RIG: Hand tools

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: No free groundwater observed during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

*Surface level interpolated from topographic plan supplied by Worley Parsons
SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG
Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 2.6 AHD*
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
376971
NORTHING:
6366023
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/--

0.25
0.4

FILL - Generally comprising black silt and fine to medium
grained sand, predominately coal fines with trace rootlets
to 0.1m, damp

D
D

FILL - Generally comprising intermixed grey silty clay and
fine to coarse gravel , gravel predominately coal reject and
carbonaceous siltstone (40-50%), damp
Pit discontinued at 0.15m, slow progress

D

Results &
Comments

Water

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

PIT No: 171
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 30 Jun 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

RIG: Hand tools

10

15

20

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: No free groundwater observed during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

*Surface level interpolated from topographic plan supplied by Worley Parsons
SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG

Results &
Comments

Water

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

0.1
0.15

PIT No: 171A
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 30 Jun 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 4.0 AHD*
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
376971
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
NORTHING:
6366023
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/-Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

10

15

20

FILL - Generally comprising black silt and fine to medium
grained sand, predominately coal fines with trace rootlets
to 0.1m, humid
FILL - Generally comprising light brown clayey sandy fine
to coarse grained gravel, (road base), humid
Pit discontinued at 0.15m, refusal

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

RIG: Hand tools

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: No free groundwater observed during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

*Surface level interpolated from topographic plan supplied by Worley Parsons
SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG
SURFACE LEVEL: 2.6 AHD*
Queensland Rail
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
376964
NORTHING:
6366084
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/--

0.2

Results &
Comments

Water

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

PIT No: 172
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 30 Jun 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

10

15

20

FILL - Generally comprising (compacted) light brown
clayey sandy fine to coarse gravel (road base) humid
Pit discontinued at 0.2m, refusal

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

RIG: Hand tools

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: No free groundwater observed during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

*Surface level interpolated from topographic plan supplied by Worley Parsons
SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG
Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 4.0 AHD*
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
376878
NORTHING:
6366210
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/--

FILL - Generally comprising dark grey black silty sandy
fine to coarse gravel, some clay, gravel predominately coal
reject (70%), humid
0.4

0.65

FILL - Generally comprising dark grey/ black silty fine to
coarse grained sand with some medium to coarse gravel,
sand and gravel predominately coal reject and
carbonaceous siltstone, damp
Pit discontinued at 0.65m, limit of investigation

D

0.5
0.6

Results &
Comments

Water

D

0.1
0.2

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

PIT No: 173
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 30 Jun 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

RIG: Hand tools

10

15

20

LOGGED: Karpiel

WATER OBSERVATIONS: No free groundwater observed during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

*Surface level interpolated from topographic plan supplied by Worley Parsons
SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

TEST PIT LOG
Queensland Rail
SURFACE LEVEL: 4.4 AHD*
Effluent Disposal Assessment - Proposed Redevelopment
EASTING:
376857
Maitland Road and Woodlands Close, Hexham
NORTHING:
6366301
DIP/AZIMUTH: 90°/--

0.15
0.2

0.6

FILL - Generally comprising dark brown silt with some fine
to coarse gravel sized coal reject, some rootlets, damp
FILL - Generally comprising intermixed grey silty clay and
clayey sily fine to coarse gravel, gravel predominately coal
reject, damp

0.0
0.1

D

0.4
0.5

Results &
Comments

Water

D

Sample

Strata

Depth

of

PIT No: 174
PROJECT No: 39798.02
DATE: 30 Jun 08
SHEET 1 OF 1

Sampling & In Situ Testing

Type

Description

Depth
(m)

Graphic
Log

RL

CLIENT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:

Dynamic Penetrometer Test
(blows per mm)
5

10

15

20

FILL - Generally comprising brown clayey sandy fine to
coarse gravel, gravel predominately coal reject with some
silt, damp
Pit discontinued at 0.6m, limit of investigation

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

LOGGED: Karpiel

RIG: Hand tools
WATER OBSERVATIONS: No free groundwater observed during test pitting

Sand Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.3

REMARKS:

Cone Penetrometer AS1289.6.3.2

A
D
B
Ux
W
C

*Surface level interpolated from topographic plan supplied by Worley Parsons
SAMPLING & IN SITU TESTING LEGEND

Auger sample
Disturbed sample
Bulk sample
Tube sample (x mm dia.)
Water sample
Core drilling

pp
PID
S
PL
V

Pocket penetrometer (kPa)
Photo ionisation detector
Standard penetration test
Point load strength Is(50) MPa
Shear Vane (kPa)
Water seep
Water level

CHECKED
Initials:
Date:

Appendix B

Laboratory Test Results
Laboratory Sample Receipts

Appendix C

Figure 2 – Proposed Arrangement – Train Support Facility
(WorleyParsons) (Sheet 1 of 2 and Sheet 2 of 2)
Drawing 1 – Test Location Plan
Drawing ENG-03891-015 Issue E by Engenicom
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